
All products listed in this catalog have been produced but have been sold out. Incase you like any product 
from here, kindly send us an email at hello@artisannsnest.com and we will try to make similar one for 
you. 
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MISSION
To add value in terms of design aesthetics, functionality and consultancy with sustainability being the 
core principle of the brand.
We aim to reduce carbon footprint with our designs with constant focus on reusing of existing material 
to increase its life span, upcycle and reclaim left over materials thereby minimizing wastage of any 
kind.
All products are created out of preconsumed textile waste. Our mission is to reduce the waste that 
gets landfilled or burnt off causing immense harm to the environment. By creating products and 
services out of left over fabric, we not only help the environment but also minimize the wastage of the 
material that has been discarded and considerably reduce wastage of the resources like water, oil, 
toxic chemicals which were utilized to manufacture these in the first place. Since these are 
preconsumed, we increase their lifespan by translating them into products and services.

SUSTAINABILITY TO US
Sustainability to us in simple words is something that is long lasting. It is creating a product which has 
a long life span there by preventing the consumer to minimize its abandonment which otherwise may 
end up polluting the environment in some way.
Sustainability to us also means minimizing wastage by upcycling and recreating out of an existing 
material there by increasing the life span of the material/product.



BEANBAGS



REFASH PATCHED UP MIXMAX

MIXBAG PATCHWORK  ALL THINGS PATCHWORK  SUBTLY FLORAL



FLEMINGOMUTED MASCULINE

EARTHY  

MIXME

SUBTLE PATTERNS FLORAL BLAST



YELLOW BLOOM RED BLOOMELITE

SOMETHING OF EVERYTHING CONTRAST IN LIVING IT UP



CHECKMATE

FLORAL BLOCKS FLORAL BLOCKS

CHECKFLOW SWIFT

PATTERNS & FLORA



FLOOR CUSHIONS & FLOOR CUSHION BACK



BLACK IKAT

BALANCESKYRIGGED PATTERNS

TWISTED SKYLINE



DIARIES



CLASSICAL OVERLOAD RED CLASSICAL

BLUE FLORARED & SEA GREEN FLORA



COLOURS OF SEA 

SYMNA CLASSICAL DEEP RED & DARK GREEN

JOURNEY



PLACEMATS & COASTERS



PATCH UP YELLOW POLKA

PATTERNED MIXRED POLKA



GREEN POLKA WATERPROOF COASTERS NAVY

SOLID AFFAIRLABYRINTH



DOTTED ORANGE BROWN LINES

HALF REDDOTTED GREEN



CUSHIONS



GRADIENT SEA GRADIENT GREY 

CHIRPING AWAYBLUE BLOOM



WOOLEN CUSHIONS



WARM PURE

LUXURYMIST



Thankyou for looking through our products 

You can get in touch through following ways:

Email: hello@artisannsnest.com | Website: www.artisannsnest.com | Facebook: artisans nest | Insta: artisanns_nest

mailto:hello@artisannsnest.com
http://www.artisannsnest.com/

